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Torus + Sine makes it easy for contractors 

and visitors to access the keys they need. 

This integrated solution provides secure 

and automated key management as part 

of your check-in and check-out process. 

Integrated visitor management & key control

Check in
Visitors can use Sine Kiosk or 

Mobile App to check in

Request Keys
The required keys can be 

requested during check-in

Approval
Permissions can be pre-

determined or on demand

Audits
Comprehensive reporting is 
available on all transactions

Notifications
Noti�cations are sent if 

keys are overdue

Access
Only the required keys will be 

accessible to visitor

Credentials
Login credentials will be 

sent to their phone

Security
Keys are secured when not in 
use and can only be accessed 
by authorized users

Efficiency
Reduce time and frustration 
associated with manually 
checking keys in and out

Accuracy
Maintain consistent details 
across systems without 
additional data entry

Advantages
Deploy seamlessly across all your sites without the need for servers or 
IT infrastructure – just an internet connection.
This solution allows for pre-defined and on demand allocation of keys. 
With Torus and Sine, you can manage contractors and visitors remotely, 
freeing up time and resources.

Requirements
Torus cabinet
Torus software account with integrations 
Active Sine account with valid license

Remote Management
Manage your sites remotely, 
freeing up time and resources 
for more complex tasks
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The Challenge

>1000 key sets 
to manage

$460k upfront
+ $30k per year

$1.5m per year
incl. labor used for 

other tasks

The Solution The Savings

No effective key 
management system

Wasted time for staff 
and contractors

Poor security of keys

39 Torus cabinets 
integrated with Sine

Relief for site managers

Win back wasted staff 
and contractor time

Security and peace of 
mind

~$1.3m in labour and 
contractor fees

Labour can be allocated 
to higher value tasks

~$0.2m in eliminated 
key and lock  
replacement costs
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Checked in
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